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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new N-tier sAtellite
Multicast sEcurity Protocol based on multi-recipient Signcryp-
tion schemes (NAMEPS). Our protocol is especially designed for
very large and highly dynamic satellite multicast systems which
require high security and reliability. Our N-tier architecture
significantly reduces workload of the satellite layers especially
for bandwidth consumption, computation resources and storage
requirements. N-tier approach localizes effects of the rekeying
operation (forward-backward security) and provides significant
performance gain. Moreover, batch keying and ticketing mecha-
nisms are used which additionally reduce workload of the satellite
and terrestrial layers. Also, as a novel approach for cryptographic
method, our protocol uses multi-recipient signcryption scheme,
which provides confidentiality, authentication, unforgeability and
non-repudiation together, more efficiently than classical sign-
then-encrypt approaches. As a result, NAMEPS has many advan-
tages for very large, dynamic and security critic satellite multicast
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Secure satellite multicast systems (SSMS) have critical
importance in today’s communication systems. Many real time
applications such as military command and control, secure
audio-visual data multicast, pay TV and file distribution ap-
plications need secure, reliable and high performance satellite
multicast systems. However, providing security and effectively
managing cryptographic keys in SSMS are challenging prob-
lems. Problems become much severe especially for SSMS,
which have very large number of members and dynamic
member join-leave characteristics.

Satellite multicast systems are more vulnerable to security
attacks. Eavesdropping and active intrusion are much easier
than terrestrial fixed networks. Also, SSMS are resource
limited especially for power and bandwidth consumptions.
One of the most important issue is that, in order to provide
forward and backward security, whenever a member join-leave
event occurs, group key must be updated (rekeying). Rekeying
causes massive workload and significant performance prob-
lems especially for very large and dynamic SSMS.

In this paper, to address aforementioned problems, we
propose a new N-tier satellite multicast security protocol
based on multi-recipient signcryption schemes (NAMEPS).
NAMEPS is especially designed for very large (106 member or
more) and highly dynamic (includes many mobile unit) SSMS
which require security and high performance together.

NAMEPS uses N independent key distribution layers to
handle very large satellite multicast systems. NAMEPS es-
pecially addresses rekeying workload over satellite layers,
which is the major source of the performance problem. In
NAMEPS, using N-tier architecture, whenever a member join-
leave event occurs, rekeying is realized on only related layers
and other parts of the system are not affected from modifi-
cations. This approach provides significant performance gain
for satellite layers as well as terrestrial layers. Note that, most
resource limited component of the SSMS is satellite layers
and NAMEPS especially reduces workload of the satellite
layers. Also, hierarchical structure of NAMEPS is compatible
for military applications as well as commercial applications.
NAMEPS uses ticketing and batch keying mechanisms which
also reduce workload of the satellite and terrestrial layers.
NAMEPS consists of GEO, MEO and LEO satellite layers as
satellite layer and Terrestrial Units (TU), Major Mobile Units
(MMU) and members layer as terrestrial layers.

In SSMS, apart from architecture, cryptographic primitives
have critical importance for security and performance aspects.
Cryptographic primitives must provide major cryptographic
goals such as confidentiality, authentication, integrity, unforge-
ability and non-repudiation. Moreover, in multi-tiered architec-
tures and especially for satellite networks, cryptographic work-
load may cause non-neglible delay and power consumption
problems. In NAMEPS, to address these problems, as a novel
approach, multi-recipient signcryption (SCS1M) methods are
used for cryptographic key management. Signcryption is a
relatively new concept, providing confidentiality, authenti-
cation, integrity, unforgeability and non-repudiation together
more efficiently than classical sign-then-encrypt approaches.
Using SCS1M in SSMS provides significant advantages for
both cryptographic workload and especially bandwidth con-
sumption. As far as our concern, multi-recipient signcryption
schemes have not been used in SSMS before.

II. RELATED WORK

Many different key management protocols have been pro-
posed to solve aforementioned problems. Generally, we can
analyze group key management protocols such as centralized
and decentralized approaches [1], [2], [3].

In centralized group key management protocols, there is
only one central entity that controls whole group. No auxiliary
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entity ( TTPs or additional KDCs) is required to perform key
distribution. However, single point of failure problems may
arise. In these approaches, hierarchical methods, which can
scale group size logarithmically, are used. LKH [4], OFT
[5], [6] and ELK [7] are well-known protocols using these
approaches. In decentralized group key management protocols,
large group is split into small sub-groups. Different controllers
are used for each sub-group. Iolus [8] and Kronos [9] are
based on this approach. Hybrid protocols integrating these
two approaches can be found in [10], [11], [12]. Note that,
[11] and [12] are especially designed for SSMS. In [11],
two layered architecture, TTPVSS (Two-tier Pintsov Vanstone
Signature Scheme), has been proposed, using LKH protocol
in each of its layers. TTPVSS applies independency of layers
principle to SSMS. With this way, effect of the modifications,
which are performed over single point of the SSMS, are
restricted in a local region and other parts of the SSMS and
especially satellite is not affected from modifications. This
provides significant performance gain for satellite. Also, as
a novel approach, TTPVSS uses ECPVSS (Elliptic Curve
PVSS) which provides many advantages. Study in [12] extends
principles of TTPVSS to three-tiered architecture and utilizes
some properties of satellite layer. Also, as a novel approach,
it uses ECMQV (EC Menezes-Qu-Vanstone) and STAKE
(Signcryption Type Authentic Key Establishment Scheme)
cryptographic primitives in SSMS.

III. MAJOR CRYPTOGRAPHIC METHODS USED IN

NAMEPS

In NAMEPS, as a novelty, we use signcryption based
cryptographic primitives. Signcryption is a relatively new con-
cept in cryptography. Signcryption scheme is a cryptographic
method that fulfills both the functions of secure encryption
and digital signature, but with a cost smaller than that required
by sign-then-encrypt approach [13], [14]. Many efficient sign-
cryption schemes have been proposed. Shortened El-Gamal
signature based signcryption is one of the most characteristic
signcryption scheme [14], [15]. It uses El-Gamal variants
and shorted signatures such as SDSS1-2(Shortened Digital
Signature Standard 1 and 2) to create digital signcryption
schemes. Also, extension of signcryption schemes to ECDLP
(EC Discrete Logarithm Problem) is given in [16] . Thus,
methods that are used in NAMEPS can be easily extended
to the EC domain. Signcryption schemes are used to create
key agreement schemes [17]. Many implementations of sign-
cryption schemes for network protocols exist [18].

We do not give detailed steps of the signcryption scheme
that we use in NAMEPS. We preferred SCS1M (Signcryption
Scheme for Multiple Recipients) in [15], that is based on
SDSS1. However, we give general notations that are used in
NAMEPS for signcryption based scheme. Note that, public-
private key generation and other rules are given in section IV.

p :Large prime number, q :A large prime factor for
(p − 1), g :Generator of the group with order q modulo p,
H :Unkeyed cryptographic hash function, HK :Keyed cryp-
tographic hash function, (E − D)K :Symmetric encryption-

decryption function with private key K, (c, z, s) triplet : c
includes message ciphertext, z includes keyed hash value of
message, s is used for recovery purpose together with z and
required public-private keys of the parties of the commu-
nication, BBS(Blum − Blum − Shub) :Cryptographically
strong pseudo random number generator [3]. In our notations,
BBS takes two types of parameters. First type of parameter
determines upper or lower bound for number of elements that
BBS generates. Second type of parameter is a seed value which
triggers BBS for random number generation. SPNG : Strong
prime number generator, Generator :Generates a generator g
for related field, n :Number of members in SSMS, ns :Number
of satellites in satellite layers, l :Number of TU in SSMS,
nm :Number of MMU in SSMS, M : Bulk multicast data.
Other notations are given when they are needed.

In NAMEPS, for bulk data transmission, symmetric key
cryptography primitives are used. Block ciphers and stream
ciphers can be used for these purposes [19].

IV. DETAILS OF NAMEPS

A. Properties of NAMEPS

Our protocol uses N-tier architecture to manage very large
and dynamic satellite multicast groups. We use independency
principle of [11] in our N-tier architecture providing novel
approaches for design and cryptographic method aspects.
The major idea behind of NAMEPS is that, providing in-
dependency between layers reduces rekeying workload of
the satellite significantly. However, N-tier approach requires
multiple encryptions between layers which cause performance
deteriorations. To address these problems, NAMEPS offers
appropriate cryptographic methods that make N-tier approach
feasible and secure.

Using independency principle, whenever a member join-
leave event occurs, effects of the modifications are restricted
on their related areas and remainder parts of the system are not
affected from modifications. However, unlike [11], NAMEPS
uses ELK protocol in each of its layer. ELK protocol has ad-
vantages for rekeying cost and size of packets when compared
with LKH protocol. Also, validation tickets are used which
provide advantages for reliability. As mentioned in section III,
our protocol uses signcryption based cryptographic method
SCS1M to transmit these keys securely. These improvements
significantly reduce rekeying workload and number of keys
which are stored on the satellite layer. Note that, satellite layers
are the most resource limited components of the multicast
system. Thus, it is critical to reduce the workload of these
components.

Mainly, NAMEPS consists of three satellite layers and three
terrestrial layers. Responsibilities and properties of each layer
are given below.

B. Detailed Description of NAMEPS

1) Initialization, Key Distribution and Data Multicast in
GEO Satellite Layer: In NAMEPS, top level of the hierarchy
is GEO satellite. GEO satellite is responsible for generating
all group keys and group key seeds for lower layers. Also,
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GEO satellite actively involves bulk data multicast for regions
that LEO and MEO satellites can not cover.

GEO satellite uses group key to distribute seeds and other
group keys using SCS1M. GEO satellite determines group
keys which LEO and MEO satellites use to securely com-
municate with TUs and MMUs. To do this, GEO satellite
generates group key seeds sti where 1 ≤ i ≤ ns. Each LEO
and MEO satellite is assigned to a group key seed sti. LEO
and MEO satellites generate group keys ti,j using group key
vector seed sti where j ≥ l + nm. In here, ti,j denotes j’th
group key that is used by i’th satellite in LEO and MEO
satellite layers. Major purpose of seeds values (vector st)
is to provide batch keying. Using batch keying, instead of
transmitting group keys one-by-one, only their seed values are
transmitted, which provides significant bandwidth advantages.
Also, group key seeds for MMUs , smi where 1 ≤ i ≤ nm,
are generated with same method and aim by GEO satellite.
Note that, this approach is also effectively used in [12].
In NAMEPS, additionally, validation tickets are used which
provides important flexibility. Moreover, as a cryptographic
method, SCS1M is used in each layer that provides addi-
tional advantages for batch keying, cryptographic workload
and bandwidth consumption. However, in [12], cryptographic
methods are different for each layer such as ECPVSS, IMC
(Improved Merkle Cryptosystem), ECMQV and STAKE.

GEO satellite performs following steps:
1.1 Key generations: p = SPNG(≥ 1024 bits), g =

Generator(p),
(GK,xa, ya, sti, smi, vi) = BBS(= 1,= 1,= 1,≥ ns ,≥

nm, = ns) and yi ←(obtained from each LEO-MEO satellite)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ ns. Here, vi are random numbers, xa is private
and ya is public key of GEO satellite.

1.2 GEO satellite signcrypts necessary keys and data for the
lower layers. Data packet M includes group key seeds sti, smi

and multicast data for GEO satellite mgeo.
M = (sti, smi,mgeo), h = HGK(M), c = EGK(M,h),
ki = H(yvi

i mod p), ki → (ki,1, ki,2), ci = Eki,1(GK),
zi = Hki,2(M,h), si = vi(zi + xa)−1 mod q.
1.3 GEO satellite multicast (c, ci, zi, si) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ns.
1.4 Whenever a satellite join-leave event occurs, key update

is realized with ELK protocol using ki,1 keys.
2) Key-Ticket Distribution and Data Multicast in LEO and

MEO Satellite Layers: Each LEO and MEO satellite uses
required (c, ci, zi, si) tuple to recover group key, group key
seeds and data. Private keys sxi are used for public key
generation. Public keys are send to GEO satellite.

2.1 Key generations and transmission: sxi = BBS(= ns),
yi = gsxi mod p, GEO ← yi where 1 ≤ i ≤ ns.

2.2 Unsigncryption Processes: Obtain tuple (c, ci, zi, si) and
ki = H((yagzi)sisxi mod p), ki → (ki,1, ki,2),

GK = Dki,1(ci), w = DGK(c) where w = (M,h),
if(((h == HGK(M))∧ (zi == Hki,2(w))) then signcryp-

tion is valid. Recover M = (sti, smi,mgeo).
2.3 Each LEO and MEO satellite (i’th satellite in satellite

layers) uses group key seed sti to generate group key vector
ti,j as mentioned above. Whenever a TU join-leave event

occurs, satellites use these group keys (elements of ti,j) for
group key update. For data multicast, satellites may directly
pass mgeo or add their own multicast data such that mgeo ⊆
mleo−meo. Also, LEO and MEO satellites generate validation
tickets for usage of MMUs. Validation tickets are stored to
response many-to-many multicast requests of MMUs. Note
that, which TU is managed by which satellite is determined by
an appropriate satellite internetworking mechanism like [20].
Each LEO and MEO satellite performs following steps:

ti,j = BBS(sti), 1 ≤ i ≤ ns, j ≥ nm, stci = BBS(≥
nm). Public-private key generations are similar to step 1.1 in
GEO satellite layer.

2.4 Each LEO and MEO satellite uses public keys of their
related TUs (ṕ, q́, ǵ, yá) and performs following operations:

GḰ = ti,j , M´= (stci, smi,mleo−meo),
h́ = HGḰ(M )́, ć = EGḰ(M,́ h́), kí = H(yí

ví mod ṕ),
kí → (ki,1́, ki,2́), cí = Eḱi,1(GḰ),
zí = Hki,2́(M,́ h́), sí = ví(zí + xá)−1 mod q́.
2.5 Each LEO and MEO satellite multicast their

(ć, cí, zí, sí) tuple where 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
2.6 Whenever a TU join-leave event occurs, key update is

realized with ELK protocol using ki,1́ keys. LEO or MEO
satellite realizes key update such that ti,j → ti,j+1 and GEO
satellite is informed for local group key update.

2.7 If many-to-many multicast requests come from MMUs
or TUs, firstly LEO satellites, and if they are not available
then MEO satellites validate tickets of MMUs or TUs. If ticket
is valid then many-to-many multicast requests are performed.
Validation mechanisms are mentioned at lower layers. Note
that, tickets are also used to assign one of the MMU if TU of
that local region is not available.

3) Key-Ticket Distribution and Data Multicast in TU Layer:
TUs are mainly responsible for decrypting required keys and
multicast data coming from satellite layers and multicast them
in encrypted form using group key seeds smi for MMUs or
members. Group key seeds and multicast data mleo−meo are
recovered from (ć, cí, zí, sí) by each TU using SCS1M algo-
rithm.

3.1 Public-private key pair generations are similar to the
upper layers. Each TU performs following steps:

kí = H((yáǵzí)sísxí mod ṕ), kí → (ki,1́, ki,2́),
GK = Dki,1́(cí), ẃ = DGḰ(ć) where ẃ = (M,́ h́),
if(((h́ == HGḰ(M )́)∧ (zí == Hki,2́(ẃ))) then signcryp-

tion is valid. Recover M´= (stci, smi,mleo−meo).
3.2 Each TU generates ticket vector tci using ticket seed

stci and generates mi,j group key vector using group key
seed smi.

3.3 TU prepares data packets including M ′′ =
(mleo−meo, tci) for its local MMU and member group and
transmits these values to them. Like upper layers, M ′′ is
signcrypted using public keys of the MMUs and members
that TU manages together with mi,j .

3.4 Whenever a member or MMU join-leave event occurs,
key update is realized with ELK protocol using mi,j group
keys. TU realizes group key update such that mi,j → mi,j+1

and LEO or MEO satellite is informed for group key update.
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3.5 TUs evaluate many-to-many multicast requests of
MMUs and members for local group without ticket require-
ment. For many-to-many multicast requests covering MMUs
or members groups, which are related to other TU local
groups, are evaluated using tci tickets. tci tickets are send by
MMUs using mi,j key of MMU. For this part of the SSMS,
authentication may be provided by either MAC(Dmi,j

(tci))
using MAC (Message Authentication Code) or challenge re-
sponse mechanisms which can utilize secret keys. Also, it is
possible to use SCS1M for this purpose. Then, TU redirect
validated multicast data and tickets to the LEO or MEO
satellites. With same mechanism, LEO or MEO satellites
decide whether many-to-many multicast requests are valid or
not. If they are valid then, like original multicast data, many-
to-many multicast data are done to related parts of the system.

4) Data Multicast and Member Management in MMU and
Member Layers: MMUs are used to provide reliability in
terrestrial layers. Especially for military applications, if TUs
are not available, then using ticketing mechanism, one of
the MMU is assigned as local group manager. Also, MMUs
are required to support mobile light-weight members that TU
can not cover for various reasons. Many-to-many multicast
requests of members are generally provided by MMUs using
ticket mechanism via TUs, LEO or MEO satellite as mentioned
at upper layers.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NAMEPS

We analyze NAMEPS for two major criteria in details:
Bandwidth consumption and computational workload. For
these analyses, we firstly compare NAMEPS for cryptographic
primitive aspect with other traditional approaches. Secondly,
we analyze advantages of architectural design and key man-
agement method used in NAMEPS focusing on two major
criteria. Using these analyses, we give our simulation results
comparing NAMEPS with pure implementation of LKH, OFT,
ELK protocols and TTPVSS protocol.

Apart from these, NAMEPS provides advantages for storage
requirement. N-tier architecture of NAMEPS reduces number
of keys that are stored in both satellite and terrestrial layers.
Each group manager in SSMS only stores keys for their related
members. For satellites, they only store keys for their related
TUs and MMUs (≈ (2l + nm)). In pure implementations of
LKH, OFT and ELK, satellite stores a unique key for each
member, in total n keys. Thus, significant storage advantage is
obtained. Also,when compared with TTPVSS, NAMEPS has
advantage due to the satellite internetworking possibilities.

A. Advantages of SCS1M Usage in NAMEPS

In SSMS, traditional PKC (Public Key Cryptography) meth-
ods such as DH (Diffie-Hellmann), ECDH, factorization based
and DLP based signature schemes together with their ex-
tensions of EC domains are used [21], [22]. NAMEPS uses
SCS1M as major cryptographic primitive for PK data transmis-
sion. Thus, NAMEPS utilizes all advantages of signcryption
based methods and especially SCS1M when compared with
the traditional cryptographic primitives used in SSMS.

SCS1M has significant computational and communication
overhead advantages when compared with classical DLP and
factorization based signature approaches: For sender, SCS1M
reduces number of exponentiations and saves from computa-
tional cost by a factor larger than 50%. For recipient, SCS1M
uses Shamir’s fast exponentiations of the product of the expo-
nentials and saves from computational cost by a factor 45%.
Most significant gain is obtained for communication overhead.
Note that, this criterion is the most important criterion for
SSMS. For |p| = 1024 and |q| = 160, SCS1M provides com-
munication overhead advantages up to 81%. Communication
overhead gain increases when |p| and |q| increase. Saving
for communication overhead is larger for RSA based key
management approaches. Details can be found in [14], [15].
Note that, DLP signcryption methods can be extended to EC
domain [16]. Thus, advantages of NAMEPS are also valid for
comparisons of ECC based traditional approaches.

In simulation results, we reflect aforementioned advan-
tages of SCS1M to the classical approaches as cryptographic
workload coefficient (CWC). CWC for SCS1M, TTPVSS
and traditional methods are represented with c1, c2 and c3

respectively. Following inequality holds: c1 � c2 < c3.

B. Advantages of Architectural Design and Properties of
NAMEPS

In NAMEPS, N independent key distribution layers provide
major performance gain. In each layer, whenever a member
join-leave event occurs, in order to provide forward and
backward security, key update (rekeying) is realized on only
related part of the layer and other parts of the SSMS are not
affected from these processes.

Rekeying workload is the most important parameter that
determines overall performance of SSMS. Rekeying workload
is determined by number of join-leave events for certain time
period, r, and cost of the rekeying operation. Cost of the
rekeying operation depends on the cost of the applied key
management protocol (ELK in each layer for NAMEPS) and
cryptographic costs of the used cryptographic primitives (c1, c2

and c3 for NAMEPS, TTPVSS and others, respectively). Using
these facts, we calculate rekeying workload of the related
group manager (satellite, TU or MMU) according to the
number of members it manages, number of rekeying, crypto-
graphic cost, communication overhead and cost of the core key
management protocol for key update operation. We refer total
cost of the rekeying taking into consideration these parameters
as TRBCC (Total Rekeying Bandwidth-Cryptographic Cost).

In NAMEPS, for each key update, ELK protocol is applied
in related layers. As mentioned in section II, ELK provides
smaller packet size and super-efficient member join when
compared with many other protocols. For single member join,
ELK does not cause rekeying workload. For member leave,
ELK requires logkn |Ḱ| where n is the number of members
that ELK protocol is applied, k is the branching factor of the
logical key tree, and |Ḱ| bit length of the ELK keys. However,
in LKH and OFT protocols, both member join-leave operations
causes rekeying workload larger than ELK leave event cost
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(join does not create cost) such that (klogkn − 1) |K| and
(logkn−1) |K| , respectively. Note that, generally, |Ḱ| ≤ |K| .

Most resource limited components of the SSMS is satellite
layers. Thus, we specifically analyze workload of these layers.
Note that, analysis principles are the same for terrestrial
layers. Each satellite manages a TU group having lt TU on
average. Whenever a TU join-leave event occurs, satellite
realize rekeying with cost c1 logk lt |Ḱ| . TU join events do
not create workload. rs is the number of rekeying for TU
layer, Pr(leave) is probability that occurred event is a leave
event. Note that, TUs are generally static components, thus
rs << r where r is number of join-leave events for all
member (rekeying workload for overall system).This provides
significant performance gain for NAMEPS when compared
with pure implementations of LKH, OFT and ELK protocols.
Moreover, properties of SCS1M and abilities of the large satel-
lite internetworking provide better batch keying, represented
with m1. This also reduces workload of the satellite layers in
NAMEPS when compared with TTPVSS protocol, and pure
implementations of LKH,OFT and ELK protocols. Moreover,
in NAMEPS, a ticketing mechanism is used that make system
more resistant against single point of failure problems. Also,
with ticketing mechanism, MMUs can directly contact with
satellites and can realize many-to-many multicast, even if their
join-leave events does affect to the satellite layer. As a result,
TRBCC for satellite layer is c1 logk lt |Ḱ| rs Pr(leave)/m1.

In TTPVSS, like NAMEPS, satellite is not affected from
overall member join-leave rekeying workload, which is r.
Thus, TTPVSS has a significant advantage to pure imple-
mentations of the LKH, OFT , and ELK protocols. TTPVSS
uses LKH protocol in each of its layers. When compared
with NAMEPS, in TTPVSS, a satellite is responsible for all
TUs . Also, due to no ticketing mechanism is used, MMUs
are also managed by satellite which increases number of
components that satellite is responsible for, ((l + nm) >>
lt) ⇔ (r(l+nm) >> rs). Moreover, for batch keying value of
TTPVSS, m2 < m1. Thus, TRBCC for satellite in TTPVSS
is c2 logk(l + nm) |K| r(l+nm)/m2.

In pure implementations of LKH, OFT and ELK protocols,
group manager is directly responsible for all members, thus
parameter r affects the satellite. This causes massive workload
over satellite. In addition to this, in previous protocols, only
TUs or MMUs involve core key management protocol cost.
However, in this situation, n >> nm > l and significant work-
load occurs for satellite. In pure implementations, no specific
batch keying or ticketing mechanism is used. Thus, TRBCC
for satellite in LKH, OFT and ELK protocols are c3(k logk n−
1) |K| r, c3(logk n + 1) |K| r and c3 logk n |Ḱ| r Pr(leave).

As a result, following TRBCC relation exists among pure
implementations of LKH, OFT, ELK protocols and TTPVSS
and NAMEPS protocols respectively:

c3(k logk N − 1) |K| r > c3(logk N + 1) |K| r >
c3 logk N |Ḱ| r Pr(leave) >> c2 logk(l +
nm) |K| r(l+nm)/m2 >> c1 logk lt |Ḱ| rs Pr(leave)/m1

where r >> r(l+nm) >> rs and c1 � c2 > c3.
We can clearly see that, NAMEPS is the most efficient

protocol among these protocols for most important criteria.

C. Simulation Results

Simulation results are based on the evaluation of the satellite
layers for TRBCC measurements. In the first simulation(fig. 1),
TRBCC responses of protocols for increasing members sizes
for certain member rekeying value (r) are analyzed. We use
rekeying ratio coefficient rrc = 0.25. In certain time period,
r = n∗ rrc rekeying occurs. TRBCC values of satellite layers
for n = 105 → 107 are calculated. Rekeying behavior of
r and TU-MMU join-leave events obey Poisson rule. Other
parameters are taken according to the aforementioned criteria.

Fig. 1. TRBCC comparison of NAMEPS for increasing member size

Fig. 2. TRBCC comparison of NAMEPS for increasing member dynamism

In second simulation (fig. 2), we analyze TRBCC responses
of protocols for increasing member dynamism, which is num-
ber of members join-leave for certain time period, for certain
number of members. n = 107, rrc = 10−3 → 1 and
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TRBCC workload of satellite layers are observed. Randomized
behaviors obey Poisson rule similar to above.

As a result, we can clearly see that NAMEPS has lowest
workload among the pure implementations of LKH, OFT, ELK
protocols and TTPVSS protocol. NAMEPS and TTPVSS have
significantly lower TRBCC workload than pure implementa-
tions of LKH,OFT and ELK. NAMEPS also has significant
performance advantages to TTPVSS for aforementioned rea-
sons. Simulation results show that NAMEPS can be applied
extremely large multicast groups without having performance
and security problem. Also, dynamism response of NAMEPS
is very promising.

Possible disadvantages of NAMEPS seem to be its complex-
ity and network associated delay problems. But, integration
of N-tiered satellites and terrestrial networks is inevidible
within the concept of next generation network systems. Thus,
NAMEPS is especially suitable for these networks. Also,
since bulk data communication is performed by symmetric
cryptography, delay problem will be neglible. In our future
works, we will exploit these issues.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new satellite multicast security
protocol using N-tiered architecture based on multi-recipient
signcryption schemes. NAMEPS uses N independent key
distribution layers to provide significant performance gain for
especially satellite layers. Effects of the group key update op-
erations resulting from member join-leave events are restricted
on only local parts of the related layers. This approach signifi-
cantly reduces rekeying workload and number of keys that are
stored in satellite layers as well as terrestrial layers. Also, batch
keying, validation ticket and N-tier satellite internetworking
mechanisms are used that additionally reduces rekeying work-
load and provides reliability for SSMS. NAMEPS uses ELK
protocol in each of its layer providing advantages for rekeying
costs and packet sizes. Apart from architectural design, as a
novelty, NAMEPS uses multi-recipient signcryption schemes
(SCS1M) as a major cryptographic primitive for key manage-
ment in SSMS. Using SCS1M, NAMEPS has all advantages of
signcryption based schemes to the classical sign-then-encrypt
approaches as well as utilizing additional benefits of multi-
recipient version. We analyze and compare NAMEPS with
the pure implementations of LKH, OFT and ELK protocols
and TTPVSS protocols. Simulation results are given based on
the analysis and comparison of these protocols for TRBCC
values. We can clearly see that NAMEPS is the most efficient
protocol for major criteria such as bandwidth consumption,
cryptographic workload and number of keys that are stored
in components of the SSMS among mentioned protocols. As
a result, NAMEPS is especially suitable for very large and
dynamic satellite multicast system requiring high security and
provides significant advantages when compared with the some
well-known protocols.
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